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Abstract—Web is expanding day by day and people generally rely on search engine to explore the

web Thus, it has become very important for the sources to give relevant and qualified result. The
main aim of this paper is to get the knowledge about variouSs page rank algorithm and to find the
optimize result among them. The comparison will be done on the basis of their speed, limitations,
benefits and input parameters, efficiency of results.
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I. INTRODUCTION
As the content of information is increasing everyday, it’s a challenge to know about them and be
updated everywhere and at every time. Fig 1. shows about the working of a search engine. In Front
end process, a user enters a query, which passes through search engine interface which in turn is
parser by a query parser. Query parser searches the query in index files.In Back end process the
WWW, from where the web pages are gained or crawled by a spider and it sends the requested web
page to the indexer ,which will be stored in index files,and through ranking algorithm, the user will
get a result.

Figure 1-Working of a search engine

II. MODERN ALGORITHMS
Google Panda[9] is a change to Google's search results ranking algorithm that was first released in
February 2011. The change aimed to lower the rank of "low-quality sites" or "thin sites", and return
higher-quality sites near the top of the search results. Google Panda is a filter that prevents low
quality sites and/or pages from ranking well in the search engine result page.The first Panda update,
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known as Panda 1.0, was released in February of 2011, affecting nearly 12 percent of all search queries
and making it one of the most significant algorithm changes in Google's history. It was intended to weed
out low-quality content and reward sites with high-quality, actively updated content.
The next major update was in May of 2014, a rollout known as Panda 4.0, which affected approximately
7.5 percent of all English search queries, adding more features to reward high-quality content and detect
instances of low-quality writing.

Panda 4.1
The rollout began on September 25, 2014, but according to an official Google+ update from Pierre Far,
the rollout was a slow, gradual one, planned end in the first week of October. According to Far, the
update continues in the tradition of previous Panda updates by identifying low-quality content with more
precision. Google has evidently added a few new signals of low quality to its algorithm--but of course,
those signals are not public public.
PENGUIN
Google Penguin is a code name for a Google algorithm update that was first announced on April 24,
2012.The update is aimed at decreasing search engine rankings of websites[10]..Before ,Penguin
,Panda came into existence, but because of its faults, it was not up to date. Although, after that other
versions of Panda were released. The main target of Google Penguin is spamdexing (including link
bombing). here is a difference between Panda and Penguin. It is true that many site owners find
Panda to be much convenient his is named at two lower ranking for low-quality sites. There is only
this real difference between Panda and Penguin that helps all website owners to draw and maximize
the benefit of achieving higher rankings. Panda searches for low quality websites and it reduces
rankings.
Humming bird
The name humming bird comes from precise and fast.[11]The importance of long tailed keywords
are basically because of this algorithm.It gives priority to the contextual meaening of the terms used
in a query.
The new humming Bird updates works in two ways:i)Conversational searches instead of traditional keyword searches.
ii)Displays search content right on the search pages which makesit easier for user to pick out the
right website.
Hummingbird represents a huge shift in Google’s search algorithm from a focus on keyword
searches to question-based, conversational, semantic search. Semantic search seeks to provide the
best possible results based on what Google knows about you, including your network of contacts,
previous searches and social shares, current trends, use of connecting words, and your geographical
location. The same search can yield different results to each user, based on their unique
circumstances and likely intent.Humming bird uses knowledge graph,a knowlegde base used by
google to enhance its search engine search result with semantic search gathered from vareity of
sources.

III. COMPARISON OF VARIOUS WEB PAGE RANKING ALGORITHMS
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III. CONCLUSION
Depending on the type of algorithms used, it can be decided a definite rank For a relevant web page.
Algorithm have taken a major role in gathering or releasing the content, information or data After
going through comparative study of various algorithms ,an efficient algorithm should pass all the
critical phases by keeping in mind standard web technology.
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